Titan Next Generation Temple Change Instructions: The Facts

Removing Temple

1. With left hand, hold lens (close to end piece) with index finger and thumb over drill holes.

2. With right hand, hold temple (in open position) with index finger and thumb. Place fingers between Silhouette logo and ball.


4. The ball attached to the temple should pop out of the end piece hook.

5. Once the ball is out of the hook, swing temple around to remove from end piece.

Attaching Temple

1. With left hand, hold lens (close to end piece) with index finger and thumb over drill holes.

2. With right hand, hold temple upside down with index finger and thumb. Place fingers between Silhouette logo and ball.

3. Keeping temple upside down, loop end of temple through the end piece hook.

4. Swing temple around until it is in the proper position.

5. Holding temple in semi-open position, apply pressure, and push temple away from lenses, popping the ball back into the end piece hook.